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The purpose of this lesson is to define the incoming mobility, the role of international

relation office (IRO) and describe the benefits of students and staff mobility for the

host universities at different levels.

The content is structured as follows:

1) About mobility in higher education, incoming mobility of students and staff

2) The role of International relation office (IRO) at receiving (host) university

3) Internationalization at home - benefits for receiving university at the level of

university, staff, students

4) Benefits for host students from study, personal and employability point of view



What about the ambition to internationalize “local” students experience?

internationalization has presented some opportunities (ex. diversifying the 
courses, bringing in a wider, global perspective in the curriculum and ensuring their 
graduates are equipped with desirable and up to date global citizenship skills).

A more inclusive view of internationalization focuses on ‘academic learning 
that blends the concepts of self, strange, foreign and otherness’.

The promotion of mobility by institutions and policy makers is driven by its 
benefits for the future professionals and citizens. The purpose of going abroad can vary 
and includes learning about a different culture, broadening the mental horizon, 
extending professional knowledge at a different university, or improving language skills. 
Why don’t do that also “at home”? .



There are several good practices and examples related to different layers of 
mobility in MED countries: 

 DIRE-MED Erasmus + project (Morocco)
 COMMO III Projecty In Tunisia
 POLICY BRIEF – TUNISIA How can the Tunisia benefit the most from 

Erasmus+ International Credit Mobility
 Checking the data of Lebanon, Egypt and Jordan. The statistics on 

mobility show how the trends vary a lot and that often the incoming 
students come from the same Countries



The Role of IRO Offices

Support and guide researchers regarding the planning, application, financing
and preparation of their stays abroad, counselling students of the university
partnerships and support them before, during their stay abroad and after
their return.

Beside that, it should offer information events, workshops and detailed
individual counselling appointments.

It is the central contact point for all students, graduates
and scientists who wish to study, work or conduct
research abroad



IRO Offices collaborates at the International level in order to:

• Arrange all administrative needs for incoming students 

• organize the "Welcome Week" for international students through 
city tours, trips and other recreational activities,

• assist foreign students for the entire period of mobility with the 
various registrations and administrative procedures,

• offer the Buddies service for international students with the pick up 
service when required,

• assist Professors during the numerous requests and registrations for 
activities

The development of its role, crucial in the internationalization process 
of Universities, in fundamental, and can be improved on the basis of 
experience and long life learning activities. 



Staff, teachers and students can benefit of the 

contact with foreign students, in a mutual 

exchange of good practices. 

The benefits include: 

• Enhance the teaching and working experience

• Generate new ideas and best practice

• Discover alternative ways of working

• Support professional development

• Exchange expertise and experience

• Open doors for students, colleagues and learners

• Develop international networks

• Increase motivation



In some cases, beside “simple” mobility, is it possible for IRO offices to 
propose to foreign students some internships to do at the end of their 
studies. 

In these cases, Universities can propose a temporary relocation “package” 
for students or young graduates interested in coming in their Universities 
for a life experience and exchange of good practices, involving these 
people in their IRO offices and working together for new ideas and 
improvement of procedures.

This could help foreign students to do a valuable working experience, 
bringing back notions of language and culture of the hosting country 
University and at the same time leaving information on the best practices 
used in the home country.

*See best Practice: Nusa PUTRA University: https://iro.nusaputra.ac.id/scholarship/

https://iro.nusaputra.ac.id/scholarship/


Keeping into account the intercultural impact that incoming students can 
have on IRO offices, their role can be “re-modulated as follows”: 

 The strategic plan on internationalization can be implemented 
collecting the experience of incoming students;

 the initiation, preparation and evaluation of agreements with 
international partner universities can increase and be improved;

 the administration and promotion of mobility programme can be 
improved on the basis of the suggestions and “learning from 
mistakes”;

 the administration and promotion of staff mobility can be promoted 
too, in order to train at best also internal employees;

 international visits of exchange and both online/in presence activities 
that include local students and foreign students can be promoted; 

 alumni relations can benefit of intercultural exchange;



Students exchange offers broad based benefits and outcomes for home students too. 
Most of these are intertwined and come together to constitute the overarching 
exchange experience. These benefits can be summarized in educational, personal and 
long term. 

EDUCATIONAL:
 International learning and knowledge propels students towards acceptance and 

understanding of an array of different cultural and community perspectives.
 Language acquisition is achieved through practical immersion. Contacts with a 

foreign students, can help to improve another language or also “english language 
skills” if English is the lingua franca

 Awareness and adoption of alternative, multi-faceted approaches to learning.
 Analytical and problem solving skills.
 Enhanced interest in global issues as well as a broader general knowledge



PERSONAL:

 Self-development and awareness leading to enhanced self-confidence and self-esteem. 
 Maturity and social poise, fuelled by the necessity to confront cultures and backgrounds 

different from those of familiar daily network and comfort zone;
 development of life-long friendships, fostering an appreciation of home and family;
 advices from foreign students on how to move/find a job/plan a jouney in their home 

country

LONG TERM: 

 Students who are accustomed to deal with intercultural networks will feel more 
comfortable in ‘foreign’ environments;

 Increased pressure to communicate and relate to others develops an awareness of group 
dynamics and personal sensitivity towards others;

 Adapt and listen to the others perspective helps developing personal flexibility, 
encompassing an ability to reach compromise, focus and succeed through challenging 
times



Some useful links:

E+-International Credit Mobility – Incoming Beneficiaries:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=azzZnUU1vk8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=azzZnUU1vk8

The future of learnig mobility https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=33q63UXoD0c

The online training "Training for International Staff to Support

High-Quality Student Mobility" is part of the Erasmus+ project

FESC and consists of a series of online seminars that will

explain how the international staff members can identify and

further improve relevant skills and competences in their daily

work context

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jquD963TCKU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=azzZnUU1vk8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=azzZnUU1vk8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=33q63UXoD0c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jquD963TCKU


Thank you for your attention!


